September 2014

KINDER MORGAN NATURAL GAS PIPELINE:
WRONG CHOICE FOR MASSACHUSETTS
Requested Actions:
• Send FERC a letter in support of EEA Secretary Bartlett's September 16, 2014 letter to FERC, which detailed
the Commonwealth's concerns about the TGP Northeast Energy Direct project (FERC Docket No. PF14-22). 1
• Join the now 30+ communities, 100+ businesses, dozens of organizations and a growing number of
legislators publicly opposed to the Kinder Morgan project.2
• Work with Congress to curtail the use of eminent domain for the private gain of energy companies. 3
• Insist on compliance with state and local environmental laws for this and other interstate pipeline projects.
Kinder Morgan's TGP Northeast Energy Direct Proposal:

Kinder Morgan Map of Northeast Energy Direct (MA section)

➤ Private and public land at risk: The proposed pipeline runs
through hundreds of private properties and public land,
including land protected under our state constitution .4
➤ Eminent domain: Fewer than half of the landowners
approached by Kinder Morgan have allowed the company to
survey their land; 5 FERC approval would enable Kinder
Morgan to take land by eminent domain.6
➤ Lowest safety standards: The proposed 30”or 36”main
line needs only to meet lowest industry safety standards
because it would be built in low-population density areas. 7
➤ Clearcut across the state: 50'-wide permanently cleared
right-of-way across the state (plus at least 50'-wide additional
clearcut for construction phase). 8

Did You Know:
 Massachusetts does not have a comprehensive energy plan .
 This proposed high-pressure, natural gas pipeline's impacts far outweigh its benefits :
• It is proposed to transport up to 2.2 billion cubic feet daily; less than 25% of that is currently slated
for New England consumers, the rest is presumably slated for export, 9 which will likely lead to
higher natural gas prices at home.
• It would slice a new right-of-way from the Berkshires to Dracut, connecting to the coast for export. 10
• It would carry fracked gas, and with it, over 60 toxic or cancer-causing chemicals. 11
 Significant greenhouse gas impacts from natural gas: Natural gas is mostly methane, a greenhouse gas 86
times more powerful than CO2 over a 20-year timeframe. 12 Recent studies show that, when full lifecycle
impacts are taken into account, natural gas has no greenhouse gas benefit over oil or coal. 13


The Kinder Morgan pipeline is an over-sized response to our future energy needs : ISO New England and
the New England States Committee on Electricity are calling for more gas infrastructure to meet limited
time“peak”energy needs – 30 days per year at most. 14 Such short-term capacity needs should be met
with readily available, market-based solutions and better management of existing pipeline capacity.

CLEAN ENERGY ALTERNATIVES CREATE MORE JOBS: Long-term clean energy solutions (energy efficiency, solar,
wind, high efficiency heat-pumps) create at least 8 times as many jobs, dollar for dollar, as pipeline construction. 15

For more information, contact:
Kathryn R. Eiseman, Director
Massachusetts PipeLine Awareness Network
(413) 320-0747 info@massplan.org www.massplan.org
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